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L Abstract

Lasers and nonlinear optical system are being developed to allow the construction of all

solid state lasers with tunable output in the mid-infkired (3-5 w). In these systems potassium

titanyl phosphate (KIT) and its analogs (KT~ RTA and CTA) are used to construct Optical

Parametric Oscillators (OPOS). IrI the pas$ large (5 mm x 5 mm x 15 mm) crystalsof KT~ RTA

and CTA have been dficult to obta@ and were costly as well Also, the arsemte materials were

limited in spectral range due to an As04overtone in the 3.5 to 5.0 P region. There has also

been interest in materials which self-OPO. This process is done by doping nodinear materials

with king ions.

This effort investigated the development of mixed metal amdogs of KT~ which would

lase and also suppress the As04 absorption overtones to allow more efficient mid-infhred OPO

operation.

IL Program Objectives

The prirmuy objective was to investigate mixed metal doping of KTA type materials. This

primary objective was to produce and evakate these materials for phenomenon such as follows

A

B.

c.

Analogs of KTWKTA

Enhanced infrared transmission in KTA

Lasing ion doped KTA

IIL Objectives Met Summary

Given the objectives listed in 2.0, the results areas follows:

3.1 Antimony analysis of KTP

Attemptswere made to produce crystalsof antimonyand tellurhq notably

potassium titanyl tellurate (KTT) and potassium tytanyl stiinenate (KTSb). The results

were that both KTT and KTSb did not produce crystalline structures in the environments

typically used to growKTP and KTA

3,2 Enhanced Transmission in KTA
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Mixed metal doping of KTA did enhance the transmission of KTA in the 3.3 ~m to

5.1 pm infhred region.

3.3 LaSing Ion Doped KTA

KTA was successfidly doped with neodymium (Nd), ytterbium (3%) and a mix of

Nd and Y%. Doping levels of Nd were too low to be usefi.d as a lasing material. Yb

doping levels were good and stimulated cross-sections were at levels that indicate lasing

action at 972 nm may be obtainable. Co-dopingwith Nd:Yb may enhance the overall

efficiency of the Yb lasing action by metal to metal transfer of pump energies.

Attempts to dope KTA with hoknium (Ho) and Thulium (Tin) met with limited

success in that although Ho and Tm were incorporated into the KTA crystalline ma-

the lasing properties of these ions at room temperature are not suitable for general laser

work.

IV. DOE Benefits

The c~stalline materials developed in this program will be used to construct frequency

agile lasers in the 1.3 pm to 4.0 pm region. Such lasers will be utilized in lidar remote sensors for

site clean up, chemical weapon and treaty verification. These lasers are capable of producing

multi-laser lines simultaneously, and as suck can be used to construct photo-activated high speed

switches to trigger explosives.

V. Technical Dkcussion

The primary objective of the doping program was to dope KTA with lasing rare

earth ions. It would appear that there is no site in KTA to substitute anion as large as

neodymium. Direct substitution of the rare earth ions is not possl%le. This lead research efforts

to investigate the structural details of metal ions in KTA

In order to understand better the mechanisms of the impurity incorporation into KTA

lattice, it is usefid to examine once more the KTA (K’II?) structure. The structure of the KTA

unit cell was determined reliably in by researchers (Northrup et al and S.C. Maja et al). Positions

L5Sen, Inc.
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of atoms given in these independent papers partially coincide with one another. The KTA (TP)

structure was analyzed basedon considerationof the followingaspects:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Relative location of X and Y chainsAs04 tetrahedro~ Ti06 octahedro~ etc.

interchange of long and short TLO bonds in O-Ti-I-Ti...-chains

turns of tetrahedrons and octahedrons relative to the unit cell axes,

length of As-O, Ti-O and K-O bonds,

differences in positions of cations in pairs as Asl, and Asz, Tll, and Ti2,Kl, and K2,

etc.

Such analysis is necessary and usefbl to understand the nonlinear properties of KTA. However, it

is insticient for understanding the peculiarities of potassium ion replacement by other ions.

Thus we shall analyze KTA structure considering structure and packing of flat nets of oxygen

atoms. Such an approach allows one to understand the details of potassium atoms coordination

andthelawsof theii replacementbyotherions.Besides,weshallconsiderthechemicalaspects
of K+replacement by other cations of various valences.

Analysis of KTA structure shows the most regular flat oxygen nets are located in (210)

and (2-10) pkmes. The structure of oxygen net in the 210 plane is given in Figure 1. It is formed

by tapes of 348 +338+ 3838 (43:3) n% which are divided by Z-pores. Inside this tape there are

closed eight membered rings, stretched along Z. They contain two knots. In the first knot (K-

knot) there is a K+ion at certain polarity of the KTA cell. In the other knot (B-knot) the K+ion at

reverse cell polarity is likely to be located. Actually, the B-knot can be considered as a K+

vacancy, since in polydornain samples”K+ions are located in K-knots in one type of do- and

in B-knots in another domain. Distance between K and B knots is small and equal approximately

to 1.7 ~ at room temperature. When increasing the temperature K and B lmots are coming nearer

each other (according to Northrop et al). At the side relative to the tapes (or of the Z pores)

there are unclosed eight membered ~gs (Figure 1), which also contain K and B knots. These

knots supplement the o~gen net up to the closest 36 one.

3
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Figure 1. O~gen nets of KTA in a (210) plane

The Z-pore destroys the net’s order so that oppositeto the unclosed 8-memberedring

(half ring consisting of 5 o~gen atoms) are located two o~gen atoms, which do not come into

contact with the last atoms of the half ring (Figure 2). From the Figure 2, one can conclude that

K’l and K“l ions have dfierent coordination environments. However this is not so.

a b

Figure 2. Coordination environment of K+l (a) and K+2(b) ions

4
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Almostperpendicularto these nets (namelyat an 89.94° angle) there are oqgen nets in

the 2-10 plane which have the same structure. The combination of 210 and 2-10 is arranged in

the way that the K’t knotin(210) k in a closedring, while in (2-10) it is located in an unclosed

ring at the side relative to the tape or to a Z-pore. The K“ knot in (21O)is in an unclosed ring at

the side relative to the tape, while in (2-10) it is located in a closed ring. As a resui~ the

coordination environments of K’1and K“l become similar, but turned relative to each other.

The potassium ions are known to have two different coordination positions. A 210 net in

Figure 2 contains ordy K+l (as denoted by Northrup et al). Above and below the net, given in

Figure 2, there are 210 oxygen nets which contain K+z. These nets are similar,.but one is shifted

relative to the other. Their structure is the same as for a net with K+l, but positions of oxygen

ions are a little difllerent than for their amdogues in the net with K+l. The displacement vahxe

varies from 0.01 ~ to several tenths of an ~ for various atoms. The o~gen 2-10 nets also are of

two types. OnetypecontainsK+I,whiletheotherhasK+ZThe 210 and2-10netswithK+Iare

equivalent as in the case of 210 and 2-IO nets with K+Z Namely this equivalence gives the 90°

angle between X and Y, which corresponds to orthorhombic symme@ of KTA cells.

Now let us consider the position of potassium ions in a KTA structure in detail. To date,

they were supposed to have a coordination number of 9 because in the case of KI one oxygen is

strongly remote and is not taken into account. From FQure 3a it is seen that in reality the K1

environment is a distorted hexagonal cube-octahedron. Both bases of trigonal prism of the cubo-

octahedron include two oxygen atoms and B knots, relating to ~z. The 6-membered ring of

cube-octahedron consists of 5 oxygen atoms and of a B knot. It can be noted that distances

between ~1 and each of two o~gen atoms in the prism base (see Figure 2a) are considerably

‘shorter than other distances between K+l and each of lxvo”oxygens, or two vacancies. Thus the

K’l coordmtion polyhedron can be simply considered as a hexagonal dipyramid, consisting of

seven oxygen atoms and of a B-knot. The coordination environment of K+zis shown in Figure

3b, It is a cubicalcube-octahedron. As in the K+Icase,the 6-memberedringaround~2 consists

of 5 oxygen atoms and a B-knot. As in K+l case, one base of the stretched octahedron consists of

WO o~gens and a B-knot, which m adjacent to K+l. However, the second base of the
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octahedron consists of three oxygen atoms, which differ from the K+l environment by large

stability.

It is also necessary to consider the stmcture of X and Y chains... -tetrahedron - octahedron

- etc. from the taken point of view. In FQure 3% the Y chain is given in a schematic way. It is

seen that positions of oxygen atoms along a Y-chain correspond to the simplest two-layer

hexagonal ABA packing.

a

‘$g5&+q1’ r, -.. \

4

Figure 3. Packing of Y-chains (a) and of X-chains (b)

In Figure 3b the X chain is given. In this case packing of oxygen atoms corresponds to four layer

hexagonal ABACA packing. It is seen that one TiOGoctahedron has a normal forrq while

another is distorted. In reality, both octahedron are similar,but the first octahedronhas a normal

look in a 210 plane and a distorted one in a 2-10, while the second is distorted in (210), but is of

noxmal appearance in (2-1O). Such structure of X-chain brings to a smaller czperiod relative to

2b, and to stronger stresses in X-chains than in Y ones. Thus the X-chain is less stable than the

Y-chain from the point of view of oxygen atoms packing.

Let us compare the structure of X and Y chains with an environment of K+ion. The K+l is

on the cross of Z pore and of X-pore. The X-chains has a complex four-layer packing, and the

6 ~LZSe.,1...
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K*1environment is a rhiddle one between a hexagonal cube-octahedron and a hexagonal

dipyrarnid. K+2is on the cross of Z-pore and Y-pore. The Y-chains are ascribed into a simple

two-[ayer packing,and the K+zenviro~ent k a cubicaIcube-octahedron.

of structure stability,both the K+I andX-chainare lessstable than the K+z

chain. Further we shall see that it coincides with the experimental data.

From the point of view

environment and the Y-

In the paper by Northrup et&the average K1-O and Kz-O distances are 2.972- and 2.970

& respectively. Our calculation for a 12 coordination environment gives values which are only

-0.1 ~ larger. Tfone were to take the 02-radius as 1.32 ~ then the K+ radius will be 1.7 ~ It is

considerably larger than the standard K+ionic radhs. And as a resul~ K+ is easily replaced by

monovalent ions up to a large Cs+.

One can expect that such large coordinationK+volume k to allow the easyK replacement

by many cations, including Nd3+. However, it is clear that the extent of potassium replacement for

non-isovalent ions is to be strongly dependent on mechanisms of charge compensation. T%usit is

necessary to consider the chemical aspect of K+replacement of ions of other valences.

The K+replacement by bivalent ions occurs easily enough. In particular, we found that

Ba2+which is the heaviest bivalent io% can easily replace up to 2 mol% of K+ and more. When

replacing K+by a bivalentioq the chargecompensationmaybe realizedin three ways. The first

way is to forma K vacancywhentwo ~ ions are replacedby oneBa2+.Theotherwayis a

compensation of surplus positive charges by a titanium vacancy andlor by vacancies of titanium

and oxygen which corresponds to 2Ba(2+) + KzTi04+. And the third way is realized with

participation of arsenic and oxygen vacancies as Ba2+-+ KasO~ replacement. Using the electro-

optical techniques, we found that KTA samples doped by Ba2+are monodomain crystals. When

considering the filling of K- and B-positions by K ions, we can suppose which we of

replacement should lead to growth of monodomain of KTA crystals.

@it was noted above in monodonyiin samples, all the potassium ions are located on one

side of Z-axis, while the B knots are on the other one. Let us replace a B knot by ~1, for

example. It is a disadvantageous in terms of packing energy because in this case the sbifled K+l

will push offthe nearest K+2located in the same Z pore. InitialIy the K1-K2distance was 4.44 ~

but became 3.19 ~ We can move all K+ions of one Z-pore to the place of B knots. It will

7
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conserve the energetic of potassium ion’s interaction with a Z-pore. However, in this case

distances from moved K ions to potassium ions in adjacent Z-pores decrease from 4.44 ~ to

4.16 ~ which is also energetically disadvantaged.

We can cut the KTA structure perpendicular to Z-axis and move all the K ions above the

singled out plane to the place of B knots. In this case the marked out plane appears to be in the

middle of a layer of B knots. It will be charged negatively relative to the whole crystal, and will

be a domain wall. The energy of domain reorientation is known to be a very low- energetic

process, but it cannot occur spontaneously. At the high temperature of KTA crystal growth the

potassium ions are mobile and can take the more energetically advantageous monodomain state

(for perilect crystals). Only defects can anchor the domain walls. Indeed, in V.D. Kugal et al’s

paper, formation of domains in initially monodomain samples was shown to occur at a high

temperature after accumulating some amount of o~gen and potassium vacancies.

Let us return to discussion of K+replacement by Ba2+. From the above analysis, it is clear

that 2K+replacement by Ba2+,resulting in potassium vacancies forrnatio~ must also bring a

polydomain character of KTA. We did not find this phenomenoneven at highBa2+

concentrations. It meansthat this method of Ba2+incorporation into KTA structure is unlikely.

The KAs02+ replacement by Ba2+is also hardly probable since two oxygen vacancies would be

created for each Ba2+ion. The latter would promote polydomain character of KTA samples,

which was not observed in experiment. Besides, both above mentioned versions are unlikely

because they are associated with K and As vacancies, which are present already in high

concentrations in the melt.

Thus, 2Ba2+incorporation in KTA is probably comected with KzTi04+replacement and

Ti02+vacancies formation. In this case only one o~gen vacancy is creat~ and as such

Ba2++ K replacement will result in domain generation in the minimum extent. It is necessa.xyto

note that titanium concentration in the melt is considerably less than that of potassium and arsenic.

Thus Ti02+vacancy creation is the most probable.

Let us discussthe K+replacementbytrivalentions. It hasbeen shownthat In3+replaces

K+and Ti vacancies. Thus a charge compensation of In3++ KT103+substitution is associated

with T102+defect as in the case of Ba2+. However, the In3+incorporation coefficient in KT~

8 ~LZW,I...
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from the melt estimated as ([In] in KTA) / (Dn] in melt) is equal to 0.01, which is 20 times lower

than for Ba2+. The low value for coefficient of K+replacement by In3+could be explained by three

reasons:

1. The structure instability of K+l and X chains relative to K+2and Y chains has already

been mentioned. There are ~o TiOc octahedrons of X chains near K+l, and a little

firther an octahedron of Y chain is located. Tlius it is not surprising that TiO vacancy

is created in a stressed X chai% and a K+l, located near a vacancy, is replaced by h3+.

The creation of a vacancy k the Y chain and replacement of stable K+2by In3+does

not occur.

2. The most probable reason is that the initial step in K+replacement by In3+is namely

formation of a Ti02+ vacancy with Ii@her trivalent negative charge compensation

which substitutes for K+. The initialK+replacementby In3+with a promotion of a

Ti02+vacancy nearby is not likely to occur.

3. Ddtailed charge compensation is important at KTi03+ replacement by In3+.

Componentsof an iridium-vacancypair are located close to each other, and the charge

is compensated in a local area and does not affkct the &ther KTA growth and unit

cell defects.

In the case of K+replacemmt by Ba2+the situation differs from the previous case. The

vexy important circumstance is an absence of detail charge compensation at KzTi04+ replacement

by 2Ba4+. Let us suppose that a Ti02+ vacancy was formed in the X chain during KTA growth.

Ba2+replaces K+Iwhich located near vacancy, but it does not compensate the surplus negative

charge. For complete compensation the second Ba2++ K+replacement is also necessary. But all

potassium ions which could be replaced by Ba2+are at larger distances from the vacancy than the

first K+ion. As a result compensation%of a negative charge by ~o Ba2’ is not of a local type.

The adjacent Ba vacancy pair has a negative charge which can promote replacement of the

adjacent K+by Ba2+. A remote Ba2+carries a surplus positive charge which can promote a new

TiO vacancy quite near it. Namely the absence of compensation can be the reason for a large Ba2+

introduction coefficient into KTA

9



It can be noted that the above mentioned hypothesis is confirmed indirectly by a large

coefficient of Li+replacement by Nd3+in LiNbOq and LiTaOs. The most probable charge

compensation is as 4Nd3++ 3LiNbOd+. It means that charge compensation is also absent here,

which brings a high Nd3+incorporation coefficient in LiNbOq and LiTa03. The other type of

compensation as Nd3++ TizNbOz3+is unlikely since it brings the appearance of a Li vacancy and

two oxygen vacancies for one Nd ion. It could distort strongly the LiNb03 lattice, which is not

observed in experiments.

The high substitution coefficients for Se3+(as 0.77 at low Se concentration in the melt)

and for Fe3+(0.54 at low Fe content in the melt) in KTA were found. These values maybe

unambiguously explained by replacement of not only K+,but also of Ti4+by Se3+and Fe3+. Fe3+as

well as Ti4+are transitional ions and this radius slightly exceeds the Ti4+ionic radius. The Ti4+

replacement by Fe3+results in appearanceof a surplusnegativecharge,whichinvolvesK+

replacement by Fe3+. But in this case the surplus positive charge appears, which promotes Ti&’

vacancy generation. The latter results in a negative charge which involves anew Fe3+ -+ Ti4+

replacement with charge compensation or promotes a new Fe3++ K+ change with creation of

surplus positive charge.

The Se3+is the nearest neighbor of Ti4+on the Periodic Table (system). Its ionic radius is

larger than that of Ti4+,but is smaller or equal (according to various tables of ionic radti) to the

ionic radius of Zr4+. In the previous report we showed that Zr4+replaces Ti4+with a coefficient of

-1. Thus it is clear that as in the case of Fe3+there will be a situation of absence of charge

compensation which is supposed to result in large Se3+incorporation coefficient properties which

differ strongly from those of Ti. Thus the Ti4+replacement by In3+does not occur. Nd3+has a

large ionic radius relative to In3+. It is the reason why Nd3+cannot replace Ti4+. Hence the Nd3+

+ 3S+replacement coefficient would be lower or equal to that for In3++ K+replacemen~ which

is small.

From the above it is clear that to increasethe Nd3+incorporation coefficientthe

modtication of KTA structure is necessary. The following directions in this work can be singled

out

10
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To replace K or Ti by isovalent ions of larger radius which is supposed to increase the

impetiection of KTA structure and the size of the Z-pore. Both ways are expected to

result in an increase of Nd3+incorporationcoefficientinto KTA.

To replace K+l, Tid+,Ass+or their groups, including those with oxygen participation%

by cations of various valences in order to generate point defects with negativeor

positive surplus charge in the lattice.

The positive centers are expected to promote a T.i02+vacancy generation which involves

Nd3+incorporation instead of K near this vacancy. The negative center also promotes Nd

incorporation into KTA lattice.

During this effort several interesting results were obtained. Figure 4 shows the enhanced

transmission in the infrared when KTA is doped with Zr, ~ and Ba. The heavy metal dopant

appear to dampen the vibrational state of the AsO1 bonds moving the absorption bond firther into

the infbred.

T%
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u T
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. .“.

L I 1 I 11
I I I I I

0.26 0.60 0.74 0.8 ‘ - 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.8 5.2 5.6

?t~m

Figure 4. KTA transmission spectra

Figure 5 shows the efision spectra of NdBaKTA This effort has also resdted in determining

that certain metal complexes increase the nonlinear coefficient of KT~ and that the line shape of

the Nd can be tailored to some degree.
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Figure 5. Nd3+emission of Nd:BaKTA at 300”K (a) and 80°K (b)

Neodymium doped levels were approximately O.1’XO,which is too low for efficient laser operation.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the absorption and emission of Yb:KTA respectively. The stimulated

emission cross-section is 2.9 x 10-*9orn2,which is very good. Dopant levels of ytterbium were

approximately 1.O’%0.Pumping maybe possiblewith 965 nm laser diodes, but the emissionand

absorption lines overlap so that spontaneous re-absorption may be a problem at room temperature

12
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with broad band laser mirrors. However, by using a very narrow laser coupling optic at 975 w

Yb:KTA should Iase.

Figure 6. Absorption spectrum of Yb:KTA (80 K)

OL , t , , 1 ,

0,ss 0,s6
,

o.a7 0.96 C)@ ~,~ ,~ ~m ,=.,.

L urn

Figure 7. YixKTA emission spectra

Experiments evaluating Yb:KTA spontaneous fluorescence indicate that at the current W

doping levels,again lengthof1.5cm~ berequ~~.CIY~S Of~:KTA Ofa siie Of5 mmx 5

13



mm x 15 mm have been produced and cut. Currently these crystals are being polished and coated

for Iasing experiments.

VI. No inventions have been disclosed or reported..,. .#-

VII. Commercialization

The production of enhanced mid-infrared transmission KTA will tlnd use in optical

parametric oscillators. Such devices will be utilized in laser remote sensors for measuring light

hydrocarbons and volatile organics in the 3.0 P region. Production of crystals with lengths of

15 mm are comparable to production in the United States. LaSe~ Inc. is collaborating with Big

S@ Laser to test and incorporate these cIYstals into an intracavi~ OPO for use in a fixed site

laser monitor.

Until laser tests are done, the usefidnessof Yb:KTAis as yet undetermined. However,

given the high stimulated cross-section and a narrowing of the absorption/emission lines by metal

co-doping self doubling (975 nm + 487 nm) could find uses in medkal applications and in

military systems requiring penetration through sea water. Self OPOing (OPOL) operation would

find use in timed remote sensors and infrared surgical systems.

One manufacturing issue that must be addressed is a routine test to evaluate the

rnicrodomaining structure of the crystals early in the fabrication process. This will lower the cost

of the crystals and decrease delivery times.

VIIL Future Collaboration

Currently LaSe~ Inc. is collaborating with Znanie Ltd. to refine a co-metal mix of

Yb:Nd:KTA and Yb:CcKTA in an attempt to decrease the spontaneous re-absorption of lasing

photons.

LaSe~ Inc. is also working to fi.mda large aperture, periodically poled lithium niobate

crystal program. At this time, LaSe% Inc. and Znanie Ltd. are discussing technical tasking and

costing.
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LaSe~ Inc. is also working with Znanie Ltd. and the US State Department of SABIT

program to employ a sotid-state physicistichefist with expertise in semiconductor oxide

materials.

IX. Conclusions

The production and testing of a laser crystals program was succcessfld in producing large

(5 mm x 5 mm x 15 mm) co-doped KTA crystals. These crystals have been co-doped with B%

Zr and Hfto produce enhanced transmission in the 3.6- 5.1 ym region. These crystals have now

been ordered commercially for lidar remote sensor systems.

KTA has been doped with neodymiuw erbiu hohni~ thuliu~ and ytterbium.

Evaluation of these crystals are continuhg. Yb:KTA appears to be the best candidate as a lasing

material with a dopant level of l.OYO,and a stinxdated cross-section of =3 x 10-19cm2.

KTIYKTA analogs of tellurium and antimony do not produce crystalline structures that

have nonlinear optical properties suitable for second harmonic generation or parametric processes.

Collaboration continues on co-doped metals in KTA and advanced crystal projects

involving LiNb03 and semi-conductor oxides is being explored.
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